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This book is an authorised translation of a Russian test published in IC$I, 

although a few later revisions hax*e been made by the original authors. It makes full! 
available to readers of English an authoritatil-e account of a large area of organosi!icon 

chemktT by scientists who have made yen- important contributions to the subject. 

\Vhile it does not neglect the work of \\-estem chemists, its great value lies in its full 
presentation of published and unpublished infomxation from Russian sources up to 
about 1959_ (-1 few later references are inckded.) Its nature is best described in the 

temx used by Professor E. G. Rochow in his Foreword: “It is a guide to the literature 

and a survey of the present state of organosilicon chemistv written from the point 

of view of the many active young groups working in Russia.” 
The book is dix-ided into four parts. Part One (IIS pages) is a general surxye>- 

of methods of preparation and properties of the main type of compounds; especially 

I-aluable is the account of the Direct Synthesis of organochlorosilanes. Part Two (132 
pnga) is concerned with reactions of alken>-l- and alkynyl-silicon compounds, a field 
in which Russian authors have been particularly active. Part Three (IOI pages) 
describes methods of preparation and reactions of ar?_l- and (a?-lalkyl)-silicon com- 
pounds. and outstanding!?- usefu1 is the account of the high temperature reactions 

between silicon hydridtr-s and aryl halides which have been intensiwIy studied by the 

authors. Part Four (1x2 pages! deals with preparati?)ns and reaction.; of organosilicon 
hvtiridcr;. _A brief final section (20 p aqes~ compares some aspects of the chemistv- of . 

cwg:;moGlicon compound.; \r*ith that of the correqonding organic derix-atives of 

l v-rnanium, tin, and lead. and a!~ gives .Y - a -short summary of work, related to the 
main test. which appeared after the preparation of that test. 

The translation is good, and the account, for a book which is mainly a pre- 
ctxntririon of fxtuai infomlarion. ia r,ot too heax->- going. The book is most impressive 

when describing pre1~aration.s and transformations. and is least impressi\-e when it 
touches on reaction mt~hanisxns_ It has it!: defects, and in particukr it is difficult to 
loc:ttc any spwitic piece of information required (there is, most regrettabl_v, no index) ; 
some- kxt.5 are stated several times, each time without reference to the other 

entrk. It is not very critical, and occ,aAonally apparently contradictory experimental 

results are presenred without reference to the anomaly. These defects are o\-er- 

~vhehningly outweighed. however. b- the good features of the book, and no organo- 
.;iIicon chemist can af?ord to be \rithout it. 


